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RTA resumes plan to relocate temporary central transit hub to Duncan Plaza

(New Orleans) – At 3:00 A.M. on Wednesday, October 23rd, the New Orleans RTA will relocate its temporary central transit hub from RTA headquarters (2817 Canal Street) to Duncan Plaza (343 Loyola Avenue). This was previously scheduled for Sunday, October 20th but was delayed due to the Hard Rock crane demolition. As the City of New Orleans continues its response to the Hard Rock Hotel building collapse, this temporary solution keeps riders closer to the original transit hub while remaining outside of the accident scene. The RTA will provide onsite operations management and customer service.

The RTA is not servicing bus stops located at Elk and Canal, riders should go to Duncan Plaza to catch buses normally serviced at Elk and Canal. The RTA is working closely with the City of New Orleans and will continue to update riders as new information becomes available. The RTA has implemented these service changes to minimize the burden to its riders while continuing to provide safe, reliable service. These changes will remain in effect until further notice.

Riders will be able to make transfers to buses at Duncan Plaza as they normally would from Elk and Canal. Lines serving Duncan Plaza are:

Streetcar service changes continue until further notice for the following lines:

- **2-Riverfront Streetcar** – service suspended along entire streetcar line, RTA is recommending that riders use the 55-Elysian Fields or the 5-Marigny-Bywater in place of the suspended 2-Riverfront Streetcar line.
- **49-Rampart** - St. Claude Streetcar – service suspended along entire streetcar line.
- **47-Canal Streetcar-Cemeteries** – streetcars will continue to run as normal from Liberty to Cemeteries or City Park, all streetcar service is suspended from Liberty Street to the river. Bus bridges are in place and servicing the suspended portions of the Canal streetcar line.
- **48-Canal Streetcar-City Park/Museum** – streetcars will continue to run as normal from Liberty to Cemeteries or City Park, all streetcar service is suspended from Liberty Street to the river. Bus bridges are in place and servicing the suspended portions of the Canal streetcar line.

To learn more about RTA services, visit [www.RTAforward.org](http://www.RTAforward.org) or call Ride Line at 504-248-3900. All service alerts and detours can also be accessed by downloading [RTA’s GoMobile app](http://app.rta.com).